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Graphs and Networks: Multilevel ModelingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Completely updated and containing two new chapters, this title covers spatial analysis and urban management using graph theory simulation.  Highly practical, the simulation approach allows readers to solve classic problems such as placement of high-speed roads, the capacity of a network, pollution emission control, and more.
...
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Effective C# (Covers C# 4.0): 50 Specific Ways to Improve Your C#, Second Edition (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	C# has matured over the past decade: It’s now a rich language with generics, functional programming concepts, and support for both static and dynamic typing. This palette of techniques provides great tools for many different idioms, but there are also many ways to make mistakes. In Effective C#, Second...
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Mastering Microsoft Windows Server 2008 R2Sybex, 2010

	The one book you absolutely need to get up and running with Windows Server 2008 R2.


	One of the world's leading Windows authorities and top-selling author Mark Minasi explores every nook and cranny of the latest version of Microsoft's flagship network operating system, Windows Server 2008 R2, giving you the most in-depth...
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Pentaho 3.2 Data Integration: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Pentaho Data Integration (a.k.a. Kettle) is a full-featured open source ETL (Extract, Transform, and Load) solution. Although PDI is a feature-rich tool, effectively capturing, manipulating, cleansing, transferring, and loading data can get complicated.


	This book is full of practical examples that will help you to take advantage of...
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David Busch's Sony Alpha DSLR-A850 Guide to Digital PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	With the Alpha DSLR-A850, Sony has combined 24 megapixels of full-frame resolution with the compact body and ease of use that the Alpha models are known for. David Busch's Sony Alpha DSLR-A850 Guide to Digital Photography shows discerning photographers like you how to take outstanding pictures with this sophisticated and cutting-edge...
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Using SQLiteO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Application developers, take note: databases aren't just for the IS group any more. You can build database-backed applications for the desktop, Web, embedded systems, or operating systems without linking to heavy-duty client-server databases such as Oracle and MySQL. This book shows you how to use SQLite, a small and lightweight...
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Oracle Embedded Programming and Application DevelopmentCRC Press, 2010

	Focusing on tried and true best practice techniques in cross-technology based Oracle embedded programming, this book provides authoritative guidance for improving your code compilation and execution. Geared towards IT professionals developing Oracle-based Web-enabled applications in PL/SQL, Java, C, C++, .NET, Perl, and PHP, it covers...
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Knowledge-Based Intelligent System Advancements: Systemic and Cybernetic ApproachesIGI Global, 2010

	Since the first part of the twentieth century, cybernetics and systems research have been developed as
	scientific disciplines. Investigations, launched in the area of cybernetics, previously dealt with control
	and information processing. In a more narrow sense, they consisted in the consideration of analogies
	of the control and the...
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Information Retrieval: Implementing and Evaluating Search EnginesMIT Press, 2010

	An academic dynasty has come together to write an excellent textbook on information retrieval.
	Stefan Buttcher, Charles Clarke, and Gordon Cormack make up three generations of stellar
	information retrieval researchers with over fifty years of combined experience. Buttcher was
	Clarke's doctoral student, and Clarke was Cormack's...
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Project 2010: Basic Student ManualAxzo Press, 2010

	Our manuals facilitate your learning by providing structured interaction with the software itself. While we provide text to explain difficult concepts, the hands-on activities are the focus of our courses. By paying close attention as your instructor leads you through these activities, you will learn the skills and concepts...
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Leadership Principles for Project SuccessCRC Press, 2010


	This book is about project success. It reveals a secret for project success: effective

	project leadership. It shows where pure project management falls short and why

	project leadership is the decisive factor for project success. It outlines five simple yet

	powerful leadership principles which, if applied systematically, can help...
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Social Networking for Business: Choosing the Right Tools and Resources to Fit Your NeedsPrentice Hall, 2010

	The First Best-Practice Guide to Executing Any Type of Social Computing Project


	 


	Organizations today aren’t just participating in social networking, collaborative computing, and online communities--they are depending on those communities to...
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